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***You may modify this handbook to meet your own business needs. It is not meant as legal advice. Ticer
Technology Solutions shares best practices and knowledge gathered from 20+ years of IT support, but every
business is unique. Unless you’ve hired us to secure your network and technology, cyber security for your
business is up to you.
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What is Cyber Security?
Cyber security is all the processes and practices involved in protecting a
business’ networks, devices, data and software from attack. Good cyber
security has multiple layers, because threats can come from within and
without, from humans and machines.
Cyber-attacks are continually changing. Businesses are continually under
attack. The best defense is to educate yourself and other staff members on
the dangers and to enforce a company-wide policy that keeps data safe.
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The Cost of Security Breaches for Business
For businesses that aren’t currently taking steps to prevent a cyber
security breach, it’s only a matter of time. You know the old adage; an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. That’s especially true when it
comes to cybersecurity.
IBM regularly gathers data on how data breaches impact productivity,
operations and reputation. You can order the full report online, but here are
some of the highlights:
 Average global total cost of a data breach – $3.92 million
 Average cost of breaches for U.S. based businesses - $8.19 million
(per attack)
 Average data breach size – 25,575 records
 What lost records cost on average - $150 each
 Typical time it took to identify, respond to and contain a breach – 279
days (almost a year)
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Why is the cost so high? When businesses are the victim of cyber-attacks,
they lose more than just data and equipment. Their trustworthiness as a
brand is tarnished, and they may never get it back.
Employees lose productivity time for as long as the system is down.
Customers go to competitors and may never come back. In some cases,
there are legal fees to pay and court cases to navigate. Organizations could
be impacted in a range of ways:
Economic Costs
Businesses could lose intellectual property, brand secrets and corporate
information. Stakeholders and staff members closely guard trade secrets
and time-honed processes. When they become common knowledge, there’s
no longer an edge. Businesses also could see trade disrupted and suffer the
costs of replacing or repairing damaged computers, networks and other
devices.
That cost doesn’t just hurt the owner’s wallet. Money spent containing and
repairing a security breach is gone forever. It’s not available for raises,
bonuses or perks. The affect trickles down to employees at every level, so it
makes good sense to prioritize cyber security.
Reputational Costs
Sometimes consumer data is stolen, and businesses have to notify them of
a breach. It’s unsettling, and in many cases that trust can never be
regained. Potential customers often hear about the breach through the
media and choose to take their business elsewhere.
Again, the cost isn’t just to upper level staff. When business shrinks instead
of grows, that gets passed on to employees in the form of cutbacks and
layoffs. Plus, nobody wants to work for a company whose name has been
dragged through the reputational mud.
Regulatory Costs
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Depending on the type of breach and where business is conducted,
organizations could receive fines or sanctions for failing to safeguard data.
In contrast, having a policy in place and enforcing it helps protect from
liability.
Cybercrime is increasing, with information theft as the fastest growing, most
expensive segment. Attacks can be automated, so systems are under
assault around the clock. Securing data starts with understanding the threat.
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Know Your Enemy – Cyber Security Threats
Knowing really is half the battle. Here are the most common cyber security
threats.
Hackers
Anyone who takes pleasure in getting access to computers, networks or
systems without permission is a hacker. Some are amateurs who think it’s
funny or cool. Others have more skill and a more malicious intent. They
might break in to steal data, wreck company websites, break systems or
otherwise disrupt business.
Phishing
This common cybercrime happens when a criminal pretends to be someone
else, someone their target is likely to trust. They masquerade as a bank,
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credit card company, company rep or family member in order to trick users
into sharing sensitive information.
Malware
This software lurks in the background in the dark areas outside of the user’s
view. Its purpose is to cause damage and steal information. Malware might
log your keystrokes to steal passwords, hijack your computer and use it to
send spam or cause your system to crash.
Ransomware
When ransomware infects your device, it locks you out and, as the name
implies, demands a ransom to release back to you the data that belongs to
you in the first place. Ransoms are often paid in crypto currency so the
transaction can’t be traced and the recipient gets off scot free. Businesses
typically have a brief window in which to pay or the cybercriminal threatens
they’ll lose their data forever. Even if they do pay, there’s no guarantee the
data will be released.
Viruses
Viruses are computer programs that replicate and spread, much like
medical viruses do once they infect a host. They might damage programs,
delete files, drain your computer memory, slow your system, even take over
your computer.
Inattentive or Unaware Staff
Staff gets comfortable and complacent, forgetting there’s a risk. They
choose passwords that are easy to remember instead of secure and use the
same ones for everything they access. They download things they shouldn’t
and visit online locations that put systems at risk. They delay important
security updates and ignore security warnings.
POS Intrusions
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Criminal groups target point of sale devices and install malware to collect
customer credit card data. They steal that data and use it for their own
financial gain.
Web App Attacks
Businesses use web applications to get things done, but they’re a source of
vulnerability. Features like webmail, login pages, support requests and
shopping carts all encourage consumers to exchange data. Anywhere along
the path of that exchange, there is vulnerability. Research shows 75 percent
of cyber-attacks happen at the web application level.
Insider Misuse
Sometimes the threat comes from within. Employees can steal data,
customer lists, intellectual property and more. They can also use company
technology to send messages or transmit data that makes your company or
another employee look bad, sometimes even cause legal problems.
Vandals
Cyber-attack isn’t always the work of a criminal mastermind. Sometimes it
involves a thief swiping an iPad from an unlocked company truck. Or it could
involve a terminated employee destroying systems on his or her way out.
Physical theft can lead to data loss if machines aren’t password protected.
And sometimes employees just lose devices.
Social Engineering
Cyber criminals are adept at manipulation and trickery. They mess with
people’s minds in order to get what they want. In most cases, what they
want is access to sensitive information. They want your passwords, your
administrative access, your account numbers and your contacts. Phishing is
the most common type of social engineering. Be on the lookout for these
red flags:
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 The sender is fishy – If you don’t normally communicate with them or
the email is unusual or out of character, suspect phishing. If you don’t
have a business relationship or connection to them, it could be social
engineering. Be especially wary if the sender asks you to click on a
hyperlink.
 The email went to people you don’t know – If the sender cc’d what
seems like a strange mix, it’s probably social engineering.
 Subject lines raise eyebrows - If the subject line plays on fear,
threatens to embarrass you or otherwise manipulates your emotions,
the sender is probably phishing.
 The sender includes attachments you weren’t expecting – Don’t
click on them, they’re likely dangerous file types. If you think it might be
legit, contact the sender by phone and ask them to verify.
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Cyber Security Policy for Employees, Vendors and Partners
Our customers, clients, partners, vendors and employees deserve to have
their data protected. This cyber security policy is to protect data we receive,
create and work with, along with our technology infrastructure.
The policy applies to staff at every level, independent contractors,
volunteers, vendors and anyone else who receives access to our hardware,
software, systems and network.

Employee Responsibilities
Every employee who accesses our business’ network or uses a device we
provide has the following responsibilities:
Use computers, printers, tablets, company provided cell phones and all
other devices carefully, appropriately and responsibly. Devices furnished by
our business should only be used for work-related activities, whether used
on premises or anywhere else. __
Do not copy software if doing so violates copyright law or software licensing
agreements. __
Only use accounts and devices you’re authorized to access. __
Use secure passwords. Change them as required. Do not give your
passwords to anyone else unless authorized by an administrator.__
Run backups when prompted or after making changes.__
Don’t download files that could contain security threats.__
Protect sensitive data. Some systems may have security protocols not
included in this manual. Employees are responsible for following the
procedures established for those systems. __
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Your initial at the end of each statement is your acknowledgement you have
read each one and accept these responsibilities.
Sensitive or Confidential Data
All confidential data should be protected, whether it’s contained in the cloud,
on a floppy disk, on a USB drive, written on paper and placed in a filing
cabinet or in any other format. These are some examples of confidential or
sensitive data.
 All customer information
 Data from employees, partners or stakeholders
 Intellectual property, patents, formulas, new technologies or trade
secrets
 Data about our vendors
 Company or customer financial information
This is not a complete list. Assume all company data is at risk and take
appropriate steps to keep it secure.
Employee Email Responsibilities
Some of the greatest cyber security threats come through email. In order to
avoid viruses, data theft, scams, malevolent software installation or any
other security breach, employees are responsible for the following:
 Don’t open attachments or click links if you have reason to believe they
might be unsafe.
 Always check email addresses and sender names. If something is off,
assume the email could contain risk. For example if you normally
receive email from steveb@supercompany.com and you notice you
have something from steved@supercompany.com, proceed with
caution, it may be a phishing attempt.
 Don’t open email with clickbait titles. You didn’t win a million dollars for
sweepstakes you didn’t enter. If it’s shocking, amazing, unbelievable or
will leave you in tears, it’s probably not work related.
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 Use common sense. If you receive an email and something seems off,
delete it. Your bank will not likely use your work email address to send
alarming news. Neither will your credit card company.
 If you’re unsure about the security of email or attachments, ask a
supervisor or your IT support staff.
 Don’t send harassing, obscene, fraudulent or defamatory email.
 While we take confidentiality and data security seriously, not everyone
does. Assume email might be viewed by someone other than the
recipient. Also know we save backups of email sent on company
accounts. Don’t send anything inappropriate or out of line with
business core values.
Internet Usage
We provide Internet access for work purposes. Personal use is not
permitted.
 All data created, gathered, received or transmitted belongs to this
business. That means it’s subject to disclosure for legal reasons and/or
to appropriate third parties.
 Our company may monitor and/or block any sites or downloads
deemed potentially harmful or not productive. Hacking into
unauthorized websites is not permitted.
 Staff is prohibited from using the Internet or email to send or post
discriminatory, harassing or threatening messages or images.
 Illegal online activities like piracy, extortion, copyright infringement,
blackmail, cracking and unauthorized access to other devices are
forbidden.
 Get permission before downloading software, program files or online
services. Before opening files or installing software, scan it with the
provided virus-protection programs.
 Each employee is responsible for all text, audio, video or images he or
she transmits over company Internet or email. Communication that
hides the sender’s identity is prohibited. If our brand identity is attached
to any communication, content should reflect brand values and use
appropriate workplace language.
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 Sensitive or confidential data should only be transmitted over the
company network.
Device Usage
Computer, printer, smartphone, tablet or other device misuse includes but is
not limited to physical misuse, unauthorized access, using company devices
for illegal purposes, actions that interfere with the productivity of others,
improper alteration of files or any other use that might be deemed improper.
Physical misuse could mean modifying or leaving work with laptops,
software, peripheral devices or any other equipment without receiving
authorization.
Unauthorized access means logging into or using anything you don’t have
permission for. It could also mean using a co-worker’s credentials without
their knowledge or using their work station when they haven’t yet logged off.
If files, data or software belong to someone else, get permission before you
copy, rename, change or delete them.
Improper use is using company equipment for anything other than work.
Illegal use could include making unauthorized software copies, distributing
sensitive data, violating licensing agreements or any other use that violates
Federal, state or local regulations.
Interfering with other users includes sending mail through their email
account as if it came from them, tying up company resources with
unauthorized gaming, video watching or music streaming, sending frivolous
messages or making computers unavailable to others while you use them
for personal business. It also involves sending information about or related
to them without their permission. If you read it on a phone or computer
screen over their shoulder, don’t share it unless they give the okay.
Improper file alteration involves making changes, altering or deleting files
without authorization.
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Personal Devices and Security
Logging into company accounts from personal cell phones, tablets, laptops
or home computers can put our business’ data at risk. We do not
recommend doing so. Sharing company Wi-Fi passwords with anyone who
doesn’t work here is not permitted. If you do access company accounts from
a personal device, it is your responsibility to keep data and accounts secure.
We recommend the following:






Password-protect your devices, and keep those passwords secure.
Only log into company accounts over safe networks.
Regularly install security updates and antivirus upgrades.
Never leave your device unlocked. Store out of site when unattended.
If you use a personal computer at work, log off when you leave your
work space.

Secure Passwords
If IT support or other staff member issues a password and tells you not to
change it, don’t. When you create your own passwords, follow these rules.
 Use at least 8 characters. Include at least one capital, one lower case,
one number and one symbol. The rest can be any combination of
those.
 Don’t write passwords down and leave them where others can find
them.
 Only share login information when an administrator says it’s okay to do
so.
 Update passwords as required by your supervisor or department.
Working Remotely
All of the above rules and regulations apply when employees are working
remotely.
Misuse Investigation and Disciplinary Action
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This policy notifies staff we participate in monitoring and logging of
electronic transmissions. If misuse, fraud or abuse is suspected, the system
administrator can take immediate action as needed to protect data and
systems.
Possible reasons for investigation include but are not limited to an
eyewitness seeing misuse taking place, system or service degradation that
indicates a problem or complaints received about employee activities.
When employees violate rules, guidelines and best practices outlined in this
cyber security policy or communicated by supervisors, they may be subject
to disciplinary actions like the following:







Verbal or written warnings
Restriction or loss of computing privileges
Write-up or other citation
Termination
Legal action if activities violate federal, state or local laws
Additional penalties as determined on a case-by-case basis
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Employee Acknowledgement
I have read and fully understand this cyber security handbook. I understand
my use of company information and communication technology constitutes
complete acceptance with the rules, policies and best practices above. I
consent to monitoring and agree to follow company guidelines.
Printed Name
________________________________________________________

Employee Signature

Date

________________________________________________________

______________________
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